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Putting the Characters First
elcome to the incredible
world of Cineplay Talking
Computer Games. True multimedia computer games with
characters who really seem alive because they talk to you.
The Cineplayline is a brand new genre
of interactive movies from the Oscarwinning film studio that invented
Claymation®, the California Raisins and
now, Harry the Subhuman, working together with the creators of the awardwinning computer games Defender of
the Crown, King of Chicago, Rocket
Ranger and Centurion. The world-famous Claymation team at Will Vinton
Productions has joined our talented game
design team to bring you a series of
cinematic adventures featuring live actors and Claymation characters who actually talk.
The Cineplay production of FREE D.C!
includes recorded speech during your
adventure in the Human Zoo with our
Cinetalk™ speech production system,
now available exclusively through the
Sound Blaster® card. You get 3 megabytes of decompressed recorded speech
included with FREE D.C!, and if you would
like to hear your characters talk even
more, we are making additional speech
available with the FREE D.C! Speech Expansion Module.
Speech is part of the Cineplayformula
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for creating adult stories about interesting characters with real personalities.
Another of our goals is removing the
artificial barriers from computer games.
The copyrighted Dramaton adventure game system used in FREE D.CI is an
open-ended environment. Don't look
for objects, mazes or puzzles that block
your path from one part of the game to
another. All events and places are nonsequential and non-linear. You can always find a character to talk to, and
they'll usually have something new to
say. Be sure to visit each captive in the
Human Zoo several times-some won't
trust you at first, but if you come back
later they just might tell you their deepest, darkest secrets.
That's the Cineplaystory. Our creative
team is dedicated to bringing you the
most technically advanced and sophisticated interactive adventures possible.
With FREE D.C!, the FREE D.CI Speech
Expansion Module and a Sound Blaster
card, you will get a true multimedia
experience, and a look into the future
when new technologies allow us to include hundreds of megabytes of speech
and digitized film footage in every game.
We're working to break new ground
and we need your feedback. Tell us what
you think, and if what we've done intrigues you, stay tuned for morel
Cordially,
Kellyn Beck
President, Cineplay Interactive
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Modifies your game automatically to add
more speech for ten characters who appear
throughout FREE D. Cl
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More than doubles the amount of speech
in your FREED.Cl game.

.t

Hear the voices of Avery, Wattson, Harry
the Subhuman, Interface, Cy Clone, Johnnie,

SOUND BLASTER REQUIRED

The Speech Expansion Module req ui re.s
FREE D.C/ and a Sound Blaster or
other compatible sound card capable
of playing digitized speech.

Now you can enhance your experience
with the FREE D. Cl Speech Expansion Module, and delight to the voices of all your
favorite characters.

Valerion, Zapman and more. •
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Contains 4 megabytes of
decompressed recorded
speech.
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AVAILABLE NOW EXCLUSIVELY FROM CINEPLAY
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Contains everything you need
to get the most out of FREE
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Crucial information about every character,
with strategies for dealing with characters
in different situations .
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Synopsis of every scene in the game - the
only guidebook available with hints for
reaching key "hidden" scenes.
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Includes complete map of the
Human Zoo, with floor plans
of all buildings, map of the
jungle and key to robot locations.
Full charts of robot strengths
and weaknesses, with strategies for defeating each robot
type.
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0 I've enclosed a check or money order for $19.95 (plus $2.00 shipping
and handling) for the Free D.CI Speech Expansion Module.
0 Bill my VISA 0 Bill my MasterCard.
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(plus $2.00 shipping and handling)
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Disk Type (check one): o 3.5" double density o 5.25" high density

Expiration date, _ __.._ _,____
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are two ways to order
To ORDER There
the FREE DC! Speech Expansion Module or the FREE D.C! Cluebook.

1. Call us at 1-503-223-4449 and give us your
Visa or MasterCard number.
2. Fill out the appropriate coupon and send

with your check, money order, or VISN
MasterCard information to the address shown
below.
Send to: CINEPLAY INTERACTIVE, INC.
2580 NW UPSHUR STREET
PORTLAND, OR 97210
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Full plot summary, with the entire FREED.Cl
story to help you unravel keys to completing the game and discovering all hidden
subplots for the entire cast of characters.
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Designed to help you get on the right track
without spoiling the fun and challenge of
your adventure.
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Exclusive behind-the-scenes •
details about the making
of FREED.Cl and the
inner workings of the
Human Zoo.
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and handling) for the Free D.CI Cluebook
0 Bill my VISA. 0 Bill my MasterCard.
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HARRY THE SUBHUMAN

hints from
.ha.rrv the
subhuman

How to Win the Game

What? Who? Who you who wakes
Harry from sleep? Oh, you must be
new thawed.
Welcome pilgrim. Hello and
welcome. Welcome to the Zoo.
Human Zoo. The Old Preserve.
Protect frail humans and preserve
them. Preserve to confuse and
amuse. Amuse the master machines.
Humans too easily confused.
Ask many questions. Harry not
sleep enough answering confused
human questions.
How to survive in the Zoo?
Mmmm, difficult.
Bots are loose loose in Zoo.
Harry knows not how to fight
them. Others know. Harry say you
talk talk talk to everyone. Listen.
And talk everyone more again. And
human should walk walk. Everywhere is somewhere. Visit. Every-

body is somebody.
Most important to detect detect
Detectron. The pieces make the
whole. Ask, look, listen and pieces
fall in place. Every person must be
talked and every place must be
walked to de-detect-Detectron.
To free D.C., human need to
forget. Forget other games. In the
Zoo, no puzzles to aggravate
human. No inventories filled with
objects. Zoo is full of stories
instead.
How to find stories? Find stories
is easy. To find find stories, Harry
say find find people.
Go now, and look with eyes
open. Talk to everyone, find how
to fight the bots. Remember to find
stories. And not bother Harry when
he sleeps sleeps. Sleeps good.
Subway slime for sleeping subhuman.
Good luck luck to you, human.
Good night night to Harry.

